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HELPING CHILDREN TO MODEL PROPORTIONALLY              
IN GROUP ARGUMENTATION: OVERCOMING THE      

‘CONSTANT SUM’ ERROR  




We examine eight cases of argumentation in relation to a proportional reasoning task 
- the ‘Paint’ task - in which the ‘constant sum’ strategy was a significant factor. Our 
analysis of argument follows Toulmin’s (1958) approach and in the discourse we 
trace factors which seem to facilitate changes in argument. We find that the 
arguments of ‘constant sum  strategists’ develop in the presence of (i) a small group 
of children with conflicting strategies, (ii) a teacher-researcher who draws attention 
to the context of the problem as a resource for backing warrants, and (iii) a pictorial 
tool which can facilitate informal communication.  
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RESULTS




Example of a typical group discussion 
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Step 1:


Step 2:


Step 3A:


     [She points with her pencil on the ‘pictures-sheet’ at Sue’s 
cans][points at Sue’s red cans on the ‘pictures-
sheet’]       [she points with her pencil on the 
‘pictures-sheet’ on Jenny’s cans]

Step3B:











Figure 3:
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CONCLUSION 
       


WARRANT
[If Jenny uses 2 cans of red paint]     [pointing at her
pictures sheet]

BACKING
[than yellow. Jane points at Sue’s red cans and
then at Sue’s yellow cans on the ‘pictures-sheet’]
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[Draws 3 cans of red paint on her ‘pictures-sheet’]
        [the multiplicative method]
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(b)

(c)

Combination of all the group discussions 
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    Task: PAINT 
 












 







      

      

      




Changing
from the 
Constant
Sum Error
to an 
‘adequate
strategy’ 

 








      

       



Conversion
towards a 
multiplicative 
method

Table 1:

CONCLUSION
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